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The leaves These are decaying - just like the relationship. Any type of essay. The natural features of the
landscape in which the poem is set have all been chosen carefully by Hardy to highlight the meaning of the
poem and contribute to the tone. The structure leads the audience to understand the importance of nature by
shaping the poem, for example like Under the Waterfall. Nature is an important aspect in Hardys poetry as it
often sets the mood and atmosphere of his poems. His use of rich imagery of the natural world produces a
melancholic note about love, which resounds through the whole poem portraying the end of an affair between
Hardy and his former lover. Readers who prefer Hardy and Frost to the modernists prefer them for their
lucidity and because they do notâ€”like Yeats with his occultism and Eliot with his Anglo-Catholicismâ€”ask
us to believe what we do not really believe. Hardy also may have meant for the sun to symbolise his
relationship â€” God could have made it shine with yellow positivity, but instead He has made it a drab white
tone; perhaps Hardy feels as if his relationship and love have been condemned by God. This conveys the lack
of passion that Hardy and the woman share within their relationship. The general line of modernist critics has
been that Hardy and Frost are excellent minor poets. He commits the pathetic fallacy in order to show its
inadequacy or the irrelevance of judging so necessary a transition. The last line is enigmatic. The retrospective
narration, shown through the use of past tense in the second stanza, initiates atmosphere of reminiscence of
better times in their relationship, which is contrasted with the switch in present tense at the beginning and end
of the poem. The poem provides an appropriate structure for contradictory feelings which would be exchanged
between the couple, as well as occasional interconnected emotions too. Thomas Hardy could have used the
most simplistic grouping of sets to suggest how simple and plain his relationship was. They converge, first of
all, because of their adversary relation to modernist poetryâ€”the kind of poetry represented by Yeats, Pound,
and Eliot; so that a taste for Hardy and Frost becomes for many readers a vote against modernism. His
negative feelings about love are conveyed especially effectively here because they are expressed right at the
beginning of the poem â€” this sets an unhappy tone for the first stanza, which deepens further into the poem.
The poem starts and ends with the same location and memory â€” the pond. Yet later in the poem nature
comes to seem downright malevolent. The words starving sod emphasise the death of nature. Hardy and Frost
also converge in that they are known as nature poets at a time when modernist poets have largely rejected
nature as a subject for poetry. The poem goes on to describe the place where the poem is set and where the
purl of a little valley [falls] The use of the word purl accentuates the movement and sound of the flowing
water. In the first stanza, for instance: Aspect of nature Analysis The pond Water is often used by poets to
represent life - here it is a small, still body of water with no movement, emphasising how the relationship is
not going anywhere. Here Frost is different.


